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¿Te gustaría alimentar el interés científico en tus niños facilmente?Para ello te ofrecemos La

Tierra, un libro desarollado para motivar la curiosidad científica en los niños de edad

primaria. En el interior de La Tierra, tus niños aprenderán conceptos básicos de geología,

astronomía e historia mientras descubren: ¿En qué se parece un huevo a la Tierra? ¿Qué tan

caliente es el núcleo terrestre? ¿Usa la Tierra protector solar? ¿Para qué nos sirven los

volcanes y terremotos? Estos temas sin duda motivarán el interés natural de tus niños por

aprender sobre el mundo en el que habitan. La Tierra es un libro bellamente ilustrado, lleno

de definiciones claras y concretas con historias en formato narrativo que fomentan la

compresión lectora, pero sobre todo, promueven el amor por la ciencia y la lectura. Alimenta la

curiosidad innata de tus niños explorando con nosotros el planeta y sus misterios más

profundos. Empieza a leer "La Tierra: Curiosidades que no te contarán en la escuela" ¡hoy

mismo!

The New York Times Book Review Sophisticated.Kirkus Reviews, starred review

Exotic...compelling, relentless.School Library Journal, starred review An elegantly sensual

retelling of "Beauty and the Beast."Booklist A winning version for genre fans.Voice of Youth

Advocates An engaging novel that takes the familiar story and adds a whole new depth to it....It

will be hard to keep Beast on the shelf.About the AuthorDonna Jo Napoli is the acclaimed and

award-winning author of many novels, both fantasies and contemporary stories. She won the

Golden Kite Award for Stones in Water in 1997. Her novel Zel was named an American

Bookseller Pick of the Lists, a Publishers Weekly Best Book, a Bulletin Blue Ribbon, and

a School Library Journal Best Book, and a number of her novels have been selected as ALA

Best Books. She is a professor of linguistics at Swarthmore College in Pennsylvania, where

she lives with her husband. Visit her at DonnaJoNapoli.com.In a narrative as glittering and

richly detailed as a Persian miniature, Donna Jo Napoli interprets and amplifies the tale of

Beauty and the Beast with startling originality. We've seen her keen psychological insights,

surprising viewpoints, and clever twists on traditional fairy tales in previous novels: Hansel and

Gretel in The Magic Circle, Rapunzel in Zel, Jack and the Beanstalk in Crazy Jack, and

Rumpelstiltskin in Spinners. Here she uses the intriguing setting of ancient Persia in a glorious

retelling of the now-Disneyfied favorite--a bold undertaking with which authors from Robin

McKinley to Francesca Lia Block have also challenged themselves.Napoli, however, brings a

fresh slant to the story through the eyes of the Beast, Prince Orasmyn, who has been

transformed by a curse into a lion--and can only be redeemed by the love of a woman. From

this four-footed perspective, the young prince struggles to learn how to survive as a beast

while retaining his humanity in devotion to Islamic moral principles. Fleeing his father's hunting

park, he travels as an animal across Asia to France, where he at last finds an abandoned

chateau. There, using paws and jaws, he plants a rose garden and prepares the castle for the

woman he hopes will come to love him. Enter the merchant, the plucked rose, the brave

Beauty, and the story wends to its traditional end--but this time with compassion and a new

vividness. Into this sumptuous tapestry Napoli has woven a wealth of lore about Persian

literature, the tenets of Islam, rose culture, animal behavior--even a leonine mating scene. This

level of detail makes for a leisurely pace and a novel that may be more appropriate for older

teens who are willing to savor the journey rather than the destination. After all, we all know how



the story ends. (Ages 14 and older) --Patty Campbell--This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.From BooklistGr. 7-10. In this take on "Beauty and the Beast," Napoli

focuses on Beast before French beauty Belle enters his life. The first-person story begins in

Persia, where proud prince Orasmyn, who loves roses, makes an unfortunate decision that

sets in motion a curse: he becomes a lion who can only be restored by the love of a woman.

Realizing he must leave Persia to prevent his father from killing him, he uses his instincts, both

human and bestial, to embark on a torturous trek that leads to India, back to Persia, and

eventually to France, where he's heard the roses are the best in the world. In France, he settles

in a deserted, purportedly haunted castle and revives the gardens, not an easy task in his

beast form. Eventually, a man who was lost in a storm arrives and picks a rose. Here, the

traditional tale kicks in, with the only difference being the Beast's laborious efforts to make his

castle habitable for the expected young woman. Napoli skillfully shows Orasmyn as both

human and beast; he learns to survive and to kill and eat prey, yet he always maintains his

humanity. She also infuses her tale with a keen flavor of ancient Islamic culture and religion. It's

a winning version for genre fans. Sally EstesCopyright © American Library Association. All

rights reserved --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by

permission. All rights reserved.From Part I: The CurseThe lion-ape lunges from the treea

moment too late;Bahram Chubina's arrow has alreadysealed his fate.I gasp roughly. Beast and

warrior glow white, burning, against the gold ground. The sun glints off the illuminated pages

as it glints off the metal mar -- snake -- that twists around and around from my wrist to my

elbow. My fists clench; I am aghast at dying, aghast at killing."Orasmyn?"I turn, startled.Mother

comes in, her face unveiled -- she has not yet left the palace this morning. The pleasure of

seeing the dark sliver moons under her eyes, her full cheeks, pulls me at once from the

violence on the page to the sweet calm of our lives.Father, the Shah of all Persia, has promised

to find me a suitable wife soon. I will be the first adult male outside the young woman's family to

ever set eyes on her bare face, to ever know her mysteries. Warmth threads up my throat to my

cheeks. I stroke my short beard and smile broad to hide my thoughts.Mother smiles in return.

"You're reading the Shahnameh yet again?" She comes to my reading platform and bends over

me. Her hair hangs wavy, freed from the braids that hold it tight at night and that she will

rebraid before going outside today. It brushes my arm. With a fingertip she traces the spine of

the lion-ape. "His eyes speak anguish."Her words touch me with their femininity. Women speak

through their eyes from behind the chador -- the veil -- that shrouds all else. They are

accustomed to listening to the eyes of others, even those whose full faces show."Shall I read to

you?""Battle stories." Mother wrinkles her nose. "I prefer Islamic verse.""Islamic verse is in

Arabic. These are stories in our own strong Persian. And they're not all battle. Let me read to

you of Malika falling in love with Shahpour." Already I am thumbing back through the earlier

pages.Mother squats and catches my hand between hers. "Orasmyn, I've got a present for you.

In my room. A book by Saadi."The prospect intrigues me, for this great mystic, this Sufi, is

known for mixing the spirit of Islam with the culture of Persia. But Mother's tone irritates. I pull

my hand away. "I don't need help in choosing my reading.""We all need help, Orasmyn.""A

prince doesn't."Mother presses her lips together in a thin line. Then her face softens again. "I

see you've done your prayers." Her finger now runs the part in the middle of my hair that I

made during my cleaning ritual, the wudhu, before the prayers that precede sunrise. "Why

didn't you come eat with us?" she asks. "Your father and I will be busy with festival duties most

of the day. We had hoped to see you this morning, at least."Today is the Feast of Sacrifices.

Every royal family in every town across Persia has invited the poor to partake of the meat from

the animal they will sacrifice this noon. Here in Tabriz there will be a double offering, for my



family will add a sacrifice of our own to that of the local royal family. "I don't plan to eat on this

festival," I say."Is that so?" Mother looks at me with curiosity. "You're dressed as a hajji -- a

pilgrim." Fondly, she brushes the folds of cloth on my back.I draped this white cloth around me

as the sun rose. It is almost a year since I returned from my pilgrimage to Mecca. These days,

when I go out, I wear my ordinary tunic under royal robes, though of course I carry prayer

beads and wear a white hat always. But today I will stand in white cloth with the other hajjiha, a

cloud of purity. "I'm assisting at the sacrifice.""Ah." Mother nods. "Then I understand your

fasting. But, son, my gentle prince, not every hajji must take part."I hear the question under her

words. As a child I ran from the sacrifices, from the spilling of blood. As an adult, I take no part

in the hunts. Mother says I am like the flowers that grow in my treasured gardens, more tender

than flesh should be.Still, today I fight off trepidation. The sacrifice is compassionate; as my

father's heir, I must understand that. The animal dies to commemorate the ancient sacrifice by

Ibrahim. "Don't worry about me." I kiss Mother's hand."I'll leave you to prepare, then," she says,

straightening up. "At the prayers before the sacrifice, be sure to make your rakatha -- your

bows -- deep and low, and to linger a moment before rising. That way I can pick you out from

the other hajjiha and send you my strength." Mother leaves.Her strength? A prince should rely

on no one. But it is too late to protest; she is gone.I open the rear doors, which give directly out

to my private garden for praying, my belaq. We have palaces in many cities, and I have taken

part in designing the gardens at three of them. I work with a cohort of servants, planting,

pruning, mulching.My special fragrance garden around the throne room in the central pavilion

of our Isfahan palace is continuously in flower. The carpet I stand on now depicts that garden.

The border bands hold daisies and pomegranates and heads of lions. This rug makes my feet

want to climb. We winter in Isfahan, of course, on the arid plateau almost completely ringed by

mountains.My yellow roses are at our palace in Shiraz. On the first day of spring, we celebrate

Naurouz, New Year's, there, surrounded by flowering persimmons. I always beg Father to take

us to Shiraz early, even as early as the end of February, so that we can feel the bade gulhaye

sourkh -- the wind of roses -- that blows strong in the afternoon. Processions fill the streets with

music and torches for thirty days. I throw coins with lions stamped on them to the people I

pass. They throw rose petals in return. All flowers grow in Shiraz, but gulhaye sourkh -- roses --

are what they throw, because the rose is my favorite, Prince Orasmyn's favorite.But Shiraz is

too hot in summer. So we return north to Tabriz, the capital, where I tend my most extensive

gardens.I step outside now and pass through my walled belaq out to the public gardens. To the

west stands the mosque. To the south and east and north stretches garden. My eyes follow

straight pebbled paths interrupted at regular intervals by a series of steps, on and on, until the

paths are lost in the trees and the mountains beyond. It is easy to fool myself into thinking the

garden continues forever -- infinite.I imagine I feel a wet breeze from the Caspian Sea to the

east -- though it is more than a day's journey away. I emerge from the shadows of the portico

and walk along a maddi -- a water channel -- to the reflecting pool. The people will gather here

after the sacrifice to await the cooked meat. The pavilion on the north side will host the men,

while that on the south will host the women. Columns hold up the roofs of the pavilions,

columns spaced widely, so that one group can easily see what the other does. The voices will

be loud and happy.But right now the pool and garden are mine. The air is faint with white

jasmine. Clover and aromatic grasses crush soft under my bare feet. Sour cherry trees fan out

in star designs. I step up onto the talar, the platform overlooking the pool, and gaze at the black-

and-white limestone colonnades of the palace. The early sun gives an orangish sheen to the

stones, almost the color of henna, and an idea comes to me.Mother said not every hajji must

take part in the sacrifice. So nothing should prescribe the participation of those hajjiha who do



take part. Joyous moment, I am free to choose what duties I assume.I race to the animal

enclosures beyond the mosque, to the camel-holding pen, hoping no one has beat me to the

task. Preparing an animal for sacrifice is just as important a part of the feast as slashing its

neck.Kiyumars is already in the pen, stroking the large she-camel. But no one else is about. I

join this servant with a silent nod. We've known each other all our lives -- we played among the

herds of goat and sheep together as children; we tend the gardens of Tabriz side by side as

adults -- we fall into an easy camaraderie now. Kiyumars puts henna on the head of the camel,

turning her the orange color that guided my feet here now. All is well. I rub the camel's eyelids

with kohl. She is docile, more docile than I've known a camel to be. Kiyumars takes a sugar

lump from his pouch and puts it in the camel's mouth. Ah, now I understand her cooperation,

for I have a sweet tooth myself.The necklace shines from the open box nearby. It is made of

tiny mirrors set in red silk with gold em-broidered leaves. Carefully I lift it with both hands and

hold it under the camel's thick neck. Kiyumars takes one end, and together we fasten the

necklace in place. It hangs before her chest like a banner.Kiyumars dips his hands in the henna

again. He turns to the camel, about to rub color into her back, when he gasps.I look over his

shoulder. At first I cannot see it. But now halfway up her single hump a thin line shows, where

the hair doesn't lie perfectly flat. It runs two hands-width long.Kiyumars looks at me with

frightened eyes.We both know what the scar means. Someone cut fat from this camel's hump,

a practice of our people for millennia. But now we know, through the teachings of Muhammad,

that the Merciful One expressly forbids it: Live animals are never to suffer at the hand of man.

An old scar, to be sure. Nevertheless, this camel has been defiled."She appeared to be the

finest camel, my prince. In the name of the Merciful One, this is truth.""Was no other camel

brought here yesterday and prepared for sacrifice?" I ask, though I can see the holding pen is

otherwise empty."She is the only one, my prince." Kiyumars' voice shakes. An error regarding

sacrifices could call for grave punishment. The local royal family holds to old Persian customs

that go against Islam; they would have Kiyumars nailed by his ears to the wall out front of the

palace, just as they do to those who break the fast during the monthlong celebration of

Ramadhan. I wince at the thought. My hand instinctively takes his upper arm and pulls him

close. My chest swells with the need to protect Kiyumars.But is it written anywhere that a

camel who has been violated in this way cannot be sacrificed? I recall no such prohibition,

though I have to admit I remember more of the Persian folktales in the Shahnameh than of the

Arab holy words in the Qur'an.I could ask the imam -- the prayer leader -- just to be sure. But

the Feast of Sacrifices is one of the two most important holy days of the lunar year -- so the

Shah should know the rules that govern it. Likewise, the Shah's son should know. Consultation

would be a sign of weakness.The answer must lie within me.Think, Orasmyn.This camel is

imperfect. But all the camels in our herd have some defect or other. They have to. Such is the

way of the world. This may be the best camel available, despite her scar.Kiyumars puts both

hands to his cheeks, forgetting the henna in his desperation and turning himself orange. "It is

my thoughtlessness. Jumail is the only camel prepared for sacrifice. Forgive me, my

prince."Jumail? This is the Arab word for "little camel," not the Persian one. This camel clearly

belongs to Islam. I reach high and put my hands over her muzzle, trying to pull myself up so I

can look into her eyes. The camel stares at me a moment, then blinks and jerks her head away.

But she doesn't bare her teeth. Jumail is ready for sacrifice.I scan my memory for wisdom from

the Qur'an. "The Merciful One forgives our dietary lapses more easily than most other

lapses.""Yes," says Kiyumars with hope in his voice.Now I search my memory for wisdom from

our people's traditions, wisdom my nursemaid Ava taught me. "And eating camel meat

rekindles faith," I say softly."The people will be grateful," says Kiyumars. "Especially the sick,



my prince."I think of the sick, for whom half the meat of this camel will be salted and set aside.

They will chew it all year long for strength no other meat can give. Nothing would be gained by

failing to sacrifice this beast.And I cannot believe the Merciful One would want Kiyumars to

suffer for an innocent oversight. Indeed, if animals are not to suffer at the hand of man, how

then can humans be allowed such suffering?I fasten a necklace of bells around the camel, high

up and tight, so that it rides in front of the arch of her neck. Then I stand tall before my servant,

my friend.Kiyumars bows to me. When he rises, he smears the camel's hump with henna,

putting extra on the scar that disappeared with his first swipe. I add a strand of precious stones

between the necklace of bells and the necklace of mirrors. After Kiyumars finishes coloring the

camel's back, I spread the fine Kashmir shawl across her. She is ready.Everything has been

done correctly.Or almost everything.In an instant I am cold. It is nearly impossible to be cold

anywhere in my country in the summer, even at the start of summer, even in Tabriz. Yet I shiver

now. It is as though a tiny being flutters around my head, blowing and blowing. It as as though

a storm begins.Copyright © 2000 by Donna Jo Napoli--This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.From Publishers WeeklyDespite its wonderfully imaginative premise, this

refashioned Beauty and the Beast falls curiously flatAit is more cerebral than romantic in tone,

more laborious than lush in its execution. Unlike Robin McKinley, whose Beauty and Rose

Daughter focus closely on the heroine, Napoli (Crazy Jack; Zel) concentrates on the Beast. He

is first met as Orasmyn, son of the shah of Persia. As the royal family prepares for a sacred

feast, Orasmyn makes a grave error in permitting a scarred camel ("a beast who knew

suffering") to be sacrificed in a holy ritual. Although the sacrifice has been offered to God, it is a

djinn (a spirit that can take on disguises) who takes offense and curses Orasmyn, who

awakens the next day to find he has been turned into a lion. The bulk of the novel is devoted to

Orasmyn's life as a lion, everything from his probing of the complexities of his fate and his

Islamic prayers to his constant efforts to obtain food and his inability to resist other animals'

kills. More attention seems paid to the mechanics of Orasmyn's strange existence than to the

narrative logic; the storytelling strains when Orasmyn walks, by night, to the South of France

and finds a beautiful castle that has been abandoned and left unplundered, presumably

because it is rumored to be haunted. When Orasmyn finally meets Belle, they fall in love over

the Aeneid, which Belle reads aloud to him in Latin (quoted here, without translation). At her

father's, Belle misses "reading and praying together" with Orasmyn; love is mentioned but not

emphasized. The weight of the historical and cultural settings overpowers the mysteries and

enchantment of the original plot. Ages 12-up. (Nov.)Copyright 2000 Reed Business Information,

Inc. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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juan venero, “nice. awesome”

Adrian Medina, “My son liked it. More like these in Spanish please. It was a good and

illustrated book. More titles are needed so I can have something for him to read during

summer.”

Eldon Smith, “Nice presentation, good content and nice pictures in high .... Nice presentation,

good content and nice pictures in high definition. It was recommend by my granddaughter's

teacher. I found it was a big help for her school project. I suggest writing it in English because

in my opinion it's an interesting and educational book.”

Stewie Lee, “Excellent vocabulary builder!. It is hard to get good Spanish books in the US, let

alone educational ones that when I found this I became really excited! The book does a

wonderful job of explaining concepts in a detailed and simple manner with plenty of

accompanying illustrations! My son liked the magnetosphere chapter and the facts about

tectonic plates. We found out about the ebook from a friend and promptly borrowed it. We

ended up liking it so much we just ordered the Amazon paperback one because it wasn't very

costly and is such a great book! Very nicely put together book and I highly recommend!”

Elektra, “Una grata sorpresa!. Aunque es un libro más pequeño de lo que pensaba el

contenido es inmenso, en el sentido que además de información, tiene un mensaje bonito

sobre la importancia del cambio. Explica muy bien todo con textos fáciles y fotografías.”

Eloise Duarte, “Tus hijos y tú se divertirán mucho leyendo este libro .... Tus hijos y tú se



divertirán mucho leyendo este libro!! Contiene un excelente contenido, una muy buena

redacción y unas imágenes espectaculares. Mis hijas de 5 y 7 años están emocionadas

hablando con sus profesoras y amiguitos sobre todo lo que han aprendido. Y a la verdad, yo

también he aprendido mucho :) Me encantó! Se los recomiendo.”

Steph Loar, “My girls love this book!. My girls love this book!We have fun reading this book and

the egg explanation is really sticking in their brains. This is a book for the whole family. Muy

bueno y las imágenes preciosas!!!”

Cliente Ebook Tops, “Lenguaje y contenido adecuado. Resultó fácil de comprender para un

niño de 10 años. Contenido interesante y adecuado. Corto por lo que anima a leer.”

The book by Arelis A. Diaz has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 17 people have provided feedback.
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